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August arrived hot and left us with wet weather in the form of hurricane Irene.  In
between I taught two wonderful workshops in New York City and Maine.  Images
made during the last month are interspersed throughout this newsletter.



NEWS

•  As a follow up to being featured in the September Photo District News
as one of The Best Workshop Instructors, PDN also published another
piece on my teaching process titled: Seeing Photographically 

•  The first of what I hope will be many articles, was recently published
in Photo Technique magazine.  I wrote about Who Owns What?
Copyright & Model Releases



•  In between all this writing, teaching and traveling I have been
photographing a great deal. I photographed inside another foreclosed
house in Providence. I am also continuing to experiment with time
lapse animations. Look for the results of that to show up in future
podcasts.

NEW BLOGS

In August, I also posted blog entries on The Wells Point titled:



•  I have seen the future and ...

•  The best college for photographers

•  The white balance from he...

•  To put differences aside for the common good

I also wrote another blog for the B&H Insights blog, titled A Pro Photographer
Who Uses a MacBook Air?



NEW PODCAST

I also posted a new podcast in August, titled Highway, time where I share my
reaction to afternoon traffic in Providence, Rhode Island.



STUDENT NEWS

Jon Plasse, a long time student of mine, has authored a newly
published book of photographs exploring his memories of the old
Yankee Stadium.  SUNY  (the State University of New York) Press is the
publisher of the book, the Stadium

WORKSHOPS NEWS

I am about to start my “busy” season with trips to New York City and Philadelphia



as well as stops in California and Asia.  You can always find my upcoming classes
on the workshops page of my site.

I hope you enjoyed my latest monthly newsletter. I welcome your feedback. If you
know people who would be interested in getting these, please encourage them to
sign up!

Thanks,

 David H. Wells
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